FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp Vietnam stands out in architectural festival – VietArc 2011
dwp Vietnam has won “The Most Creative, Unique and Stylish Booth” Award in the Vietnam
Architecture Exhibition 2011 (VietArc 2011), which was held from the 1st to 4th of June at Saigon
Exhibition & Convention Center (SECC) in Ho Chi Minh City.
With its simple yet elegant design, dwp booth caught huge attention from many visitors and
peers among 500 booths and over 100 different architecture firms. The booth was specifically
designed to highlight dwp logo so as to emphasize the leading position of dwp in Vietnam.
The exhibition was a marvelous opportunity for dwp to showcase their projects in Vietnam as
well as from around the region. The projects displayed at the exhibition were the Majestic
Hotel, Friesland Campina Building and Maysan Towers. The projects received great
compliments from visitors and other architects. By showing their talents through the exhibition
booth design and the displayed projects, dwp attracted strong interest of many developers and
investors as well as affirmed and enhanced its position as one of the BCI Asia Top Ten
Architects.

The booth design also demonstrated dwp sustainability in their projects and their commitment
to work collaboratively with clients.

About VietArc 2011:
VietArc 2011, the 3rd Vietnam Architecture Exhibition, was one of the leading events in Vietnam
dealing with the architecture industry. The show assembled local architects, global architects,
designers, planners, consultants, and developers from all parts of the world. The leading
architecture companies such as: dwp, PTW, Aedas, Archetype, CMV, AECOM have now joined
the exhibition three times running.
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